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About us
It all began back in 2005 when I was in Italy working with a
jewellery collection. Little did I expect that my life was about to
take a different turn. Outside my native Sweden, I started to look
at my comfortable wooden clogs in a new light. Clogs, with their
characteristic shape and the tradition of Swedish craftsmanship
suddenly seemed exotic and full of possibilities. I started to think
about decorating them, using new materials and techniques,
embossing the leather, and producing different styles and
colours.
I had no idea how timely I was – clogs were about to have a
major revival.
Today Calou has developed into an international shoe company.
While our roots are still firmly in the Swedish clog tradition and
genuine craftsmanship, we have gone on to include clog boots,
and even high heeled clogs in our collections. All are made in
cushioned, flexible materials which make our shoes incredibly
comfortable to wear.
We are passionate about our clogs! And we hope you’ll be as
happy in them as we are.
Warm regards
Carina Ek Werderitsch

Calou is all about simplicity, timelessness and
beauty. We’ve taken the best of the Scandinavian
shoemaking tradition and added a new, playful
twist. Each pair of Calou clogs is hand-made and
is totally unique. Made in Italy, Portugal and
Sweden. There is no mass production.

Carina Ek Werderitschthe founder and
owner of Calou Stockholm
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Boots,so& sole

Hedvig Black
4212-00

Doris Black
4105-00

Inger Black
4106-00

StefaniaTan
4104-23

Daniella
Brown 4213-03

Doris Rust

4105-61

Daniella
Black 4213-00

Doris Horsy
Brown 4105-33

Inger Grey/green

Stefania Grey

Hanna Grey

Hanna
Brown 4103-03

4106-02

4103-02

4104-02
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Boots so& sole

Niki Olive
4107-07

Rita Black Petrol
4108-10

Niki Rust
4107-61

Rita Grey
4108-02

Molly Black
4102-00

Lisa Felt Grey
4050-72

www.calou.se

